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Monster Tome 13 A Vasion
The acclaimed adult horror manga is now in presented in deluxe hardcover editions in the original oversized serialization format. Though Guts the Black Swordsman lies near death from battling the dragon knight Grunbeld and his demonic legion, the witch Schierke has a dangerous tool to put Guts back in the fight: the unholy Berserker Armor. But the accursed shell unleashes its
host’s inner demons, which might send the tormented Guts into eternal darkness! Collects Berserk volumes 25–27, including three fold-out color posters.
The unique ability of rock and roll to inspire fanatical supportfrom its customers is undeniable; the loyalty showered upon theRolling Stones, Elton John, Aerosmith, and others who create it,unmatched; and the lessons for corporate America, endless. In thepast, business leaders have looked to the successes of other firmsto guide their own strategies for increasing market share
andcapturing more consumer attention, spending, and loyalty. However,in today’s hyper-competitive marketplace, managers arelooking for ways to shake, rattle, and roll corporateAmerica’s traditional marketing and branding mindset. InBrands That Rock, Roger Blackwell and Tina Stephan,co-authors of best-selling Customers Rule! and From MindTo Market, take readers behind
the music to uncover howbusinesses can create brands that become adopted by culture andcapture a long-term position in the marketplace. Brands ThatRock takes a unique, behind-the-music look at how businessescan increase brand awareness, customer loyalty, and profits byimplementing some of the same strategies that legendary bands haveused to transform customers into fan
and create deep,emotional connections with them. Aerosmith and Madonna offerinsight into how to evolve a brand to remain relevant in themarketplace without alienating current fans, while the RollingStones and KISS prove that successful execution at all levels ofthe brand experience are key to capturing long-term loyalty.Stephan and Blackwell also examine how businesses,
fromVictoria’s Secret and Wal-Mart to Cadillac and Kraft, haveimplemented ‘rock and roll strategies’ to becomeadopted by culture and secure fans in their own right. Filledwith fun anecdotes and interviews from industry insiders, BrandsThat Rock will relate to managers who grew up with classicrock, showing them how build iconic brands, and delight fans decadeafter decade.
Roger D. Blackwell (Columbus, OH) is President of RogerBlackwell Associates, a consulting firm that works with Fortune 500companies in the areas of consumer trends, strategy, e-commerce,and global business. A highly sought-after speaker, he is alsoProfessor of Marketing at the Fisher College of Business at TheOhio State University. Tina Stephan (Columbus, OH and New York,
NY)is Vice President of Roger Blackwell Associates. Together, theyhave collaborated on eight books, including Customers Rule!and From Mind to Market, and numerous articles and researchprojects.
In this deeply researched and vividly written volume, Melvyn Stokes illuminates the origins, production, reception and continuing history of this ground-breaking, aesthetically brilliant, and yet highly controversial movie. By going back to the original archives, particularly the NAACP and D. W. Griffith Papers, Stokes explodes many of the myths surrounding The Birth of a Nation
(1915). Yet the story that remains is fascinating: the longest American film of its time, Griffith's film incorporated many new features, including the first full musical score compiled for an American film. It was distributed and advertised by pioneering methods that would quickly become standard. Through the high prices charged for admission and the fact that it was shown, at first,
only in "live" theaters with orchestral accompaniment, Birth played a major role in reconfiguring the American movie audience by attracting more middle-class patrons. But if the film was a milestone in the history of cinema, it was also undeniably racist. Stokes shows that the darker side of this classic movie has its origins in the racist ideas of Thomas Dixon, Jr. and Griffith's own
Kentuckian background and earlier film career. The book reveals how, as the years went by, the campaign against the film became increasingly successful. In the 1920s, for example, the NAACP exploited the fact that the new Ku Klux Klan, which used Griffith's film as a recruiting and retention tool, was not just anti-black, but also anti-Catholic and anti-Jewish, as a way to mobilize
new allies in opposition to the film. This crisply written book sheds light on both the film's racism and the aesthetic brilliance of Griffith's filmmaking. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the cinema.
Persons, Passions & Politics
Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1
The Literary Relations of Ezekiel
Edens Zero 12
New Catholic Encyclopedia
Video Game Compendium
Les événements se bousculent autour de Kevin Goodman. Le jeune artiste apprend d'étranges informations de la bouche du réalisateur Kotarô Akechi au sujet de la NASA et la mission Apollo 11. Puis, il est amené à faire la connaissance de deux Chuck Culkin : un imposteur et le vrai. Parallèlement, un nouveau retour dans le temps nous emmène
dans le Tokyo du début des années 1920 pour découvrir les origines de l'un des plus énigmatiques personnages de la série.
While Kierkegaard is perhaps known best as a religious thinker and philosopher, there is an unmistakable literary element in his writings. He often explains complex concepts and ideas by using literary figures and motifs that he could assume his readers would have some familiarity with. This dimension of his thought has served to make his writings
far more popular than those of other philosophers and theologians, but at the same time it has made their interpretation more complex. Kierkegaard readers are generally aware of his interest in figures such as Faust or the Wandering Jew, but they rarely have a full appreciation of the vast extent of his use of characters from different literary
periods and traditions. The present volume is dedicated to the treatment of the variety of literary figures and motifs used by Kierkegaard. The volume is arranged alphabetically by name, with Tome I covering figures and motifs from Agamemnon to Guadalquivir.
In the walled enclave where the remnants of humanity shelter from the Titans, giant creatures who have taken over the rest of the world, Eren and Mikasa join the fight.
On Genetic Interests
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 16
From the Early Modern Period to the Twenty-First Century
Fairy Tail
French Ecocriticism
The Historical Development of Prophetic Interpretation
This book expounds fruitful ways of analysing matters of ecology, environments, nature, and the non-human world in a broad spectrum of material in French. Scholars from Canada, France, Great Britain, Spain, and the United States examine the work of writers and thinkers including Michel de Montaigne, Victor Hugo,
�mile Zola, Arthur Rimbaud, Marguerite Yourcenar, Gilbert Simondon, Michel Serres, Michel Houellebecq, and �ric Chevillard. The diverse approaches in the volume signal a common desire to bring together form and content, politics and aesthetics, theory and practice, under the aegis of the environmental humanities.
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The Commission of Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an
experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they become heroes…or monsters?! The Ghoul–CCG alliance secures its first victory when it rescues Kaneki from the monster he
was entombed within. But the creature still poses a dire threat to the city as it continues to birth mutant Ghouls, some of which are infecting humans with a horrific form of Ghoulism! The only cure lies deep in the belly of the beast itself, and Kaneki is determined to find it. But will this act of bravery be the
final strike to end the war or Kaneki’s last stand?!
The international sensation returns in deluxe hardcover editions, collecting Kohta Hirano's manga masterpiece for the first time in its original 7x10 serialized format. This deluxe hardcover edition comes with an embossed casing, sewn binding, and ribbon marker. Renowned for its action-packed approach to horror,
Hellsing is gruesome fun turned up to eleven! With supernatural horrors haunting the streets and preying upon humanity, the shadowy Hellsing Organization fights back against hell's minions. And Hellsing has a secret weapon in their arsenal: the vampire lord Alucard, whose terrifying powers are needed more than ever
as an army of the undead marches on London beneath the banner of the swastika! Collects Hellsing chapters 1-27 from Hellsing Volumes 1-4.
Brands That Rock
Lives of Simon Lord Lovat, and Duncan Forbes, of Culloden
Malignant Narcissism and Power
Indian Kāvya Literature
What Business Leaders Can Learn from the World of Rock and Roll
From the Earliest Times to the Present Day
Offers a variety of entries on the cultural, military, and political history, as well as geography, biography, and philosophy, of this period. This work also offers detailed information on the major events, places, battles, figures, technologies, and ideas behind six centuries of global conflicts.
From an evolutionary perspective, individuals have a vi- tal interest in the reproduction of their genes. Yet this interest is overlooked by social and political theory at a time when we need to steer an adaptive course through the unnatural modern world of uneven population growth and decline, global mobility, and loss of family and communal ties. In modern Darwinian theory, bearing children is only one way to reproduce. Since we
share genes with our families, ethnic groups, and the species as a whole, ethnocentrism and humanism can be adaptive. They can also be hazardous when taken to extremes. On Genetic Interests canvasses strategies and ethics for conserving our genetic interests in an environmentally sustainable manner sensitive to the interests of others.
The purpose of this book is to describe the Duke of Rohan's role as a political leader of the Huguenot party from 1621 to 1629 placing somewhat less emphasis on his military achievements. It makes no claim to biographical completeness. The narrative is based on con temporary books and pamphlets and on manuscripts in the Biblio theque nation ale, the British Museum, and the Public Record Office. Research was also done at
the Newberry Library, the Library of Congress, and at the University of Wisconsin's Memorial Library, notably in its Montauban, Tank, and French Pamphlet collections. In the preparation of this book I have received advice and assistance from many people. Personal thanks are due to William P. Kaldis, Jack Ray Thomas, and Howard S. Miller for reading the manuscript and to my wife Anna for typing several drafts of it. Marguerite
Chris tensen, reference librarian at the University of Wisconsin, helped me secure a number of rare volumes on interlibrary loan. I would also like to thank Cynthia Kaldis for translating a large number of diplo matic letters from Seventeenth century Latin.
Klutz: Rainbow Maker
From Original Sources
An Encyclopedia of Global Warfare and Civilization
Theologico-Political Treatise - Part 1
From Hegel to Sartre, and from Marx to Mao
Philosophy and Revolution

Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons with information on the rules, characters, weapons and gear, and game etiquette.
Anyone who has seen the stunning ruins at Angkor, Bagan, or Barabudur will understand why Southeast Asia boasts so many Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization World Heritage sites. But this is only part of an immense historical and cultural heritage,
much of which is revealed in this guide that helps readers grasp the sites' value and comprehend the society in which they were created over a period of a thousand years. Covering the countries of Brunel, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam from the 1st through 15th centuries, Historical Dictionary of Ancient Southeast Asia explores the vast and complex history of the region through diagrams. It also includes hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entires on major and minor
sites; significant figures; kingdoms and lesser entities they ruled; economic and social relations; and the artistic, cultural, and religious context of the time. Book jacket.
6 Vol. Set, Book pub dates 1988-1994
A History of Meredith College
A History of the Most Controversial Motion Picture of All Time
Anthropology in Outerspaces
From Its First Foundation to this Present Time. Faithfully Collected from Several Manuscripts of Jacobus Gothfredus, Monsieur Chorier, and Others
The World of the Witcher
Berserk Deluxe Volume 9
The #1 New York Times bestselling series continues! In the newest installment of the Wings of Fire series, tensions are higher than ever as we prepare for a fight for the survival of dragonkind!
Life gets pretty boring when you can beat the snot out of any villain with just one punch. Nothing about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it comes to superheroes, from his lifeless expression to his bald head to his unimpressive physique. However, this average-looking guy has a not-so-average problem—he
just can’t seem to find an opponent strong enough to take on! Narinki’s private force is now free from Super S’s control. Bushi Drill, Okama Itachi and Iaian plot their escape, but threat level Demon monster Malong Hair appears before they can flee, and a fierce fight breaks out. Elsewhere, their master Atomic
Samurai encounters a creepy opponent!
Autobiographical reminiscences of an Indian freedom fighter and political leader.
The Myth of the Savage and the Beginnings of French Colonialism in the Americas
One-Punch Man, Vol. 23
Dungeons & Dragons Player's Handbook (Core Rulebook, D&D Roleplaying Game)
The Life and Times of Henri de Rohan, 1579–1638
Huguenot Warrior
The History of the Devil and the Idea of Evil
Les guildes magiques sont des associations. Elles proposent différentes tâches aux magiciens, allant de la recherche d'un objet à l'attaque en règle. Lucy, Une jeune fille, rêve de devenir magicienne. Un jour, elle rencontre Natsu, un magicien maîtrisant le feu. Ce dernier l'invite alors à rejoindre sa guilde. Il s'agit de la célèbre Fairy Tail,
le sujet de tous les rêves de Lucy. Mais celle-ci est bien mystérieuse semble être à l'origine de nombreux scandales.
Few thought systems have been as distorted and sometimes misconstrued as those of Marx and Hegel. Philosophy and Revolution, presented here in a new edition, attempts to save Marx from interpretations which restrict the revolutionary significance of the philosophy behind his theory. Developing her breakthrough on Hegel's Absolute
Idea, Raya Dunayevskaya, who died in the June of 1987, aims at a total liberation of the human person--not only from the ills of a capitalist society, but also from the equally oppressive state capitalism of established communist governments. She assumes within her theory of class struggle issues as diverse as feminism, black liberation,
and even the new nationalism of third world countries. Moreover, Dunayevskaya combines within herself an incorruptible objectivity with a passionate political attitude, making this work a vibrant and concrete discussion of the vicissitudes of society, justice, equality, and existence.
This is a three-volume paperback boxed set of Tolkien's classic masterpiece, recently voted The Book of the Century.
The Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers
Special Reference Work : a Compiled Volume of Information for Players of Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, Including, Character Races, Classes, and Level Abilities; Spell Tables and Descriptions; Equipment Costs; Weapons Data; and Information on Adventuring
The Dangerous Gift
The Lord of the Rings
D.W. Griffith's the Birth of a Nation
Family, Ethnicity and Humanity in an Age of Mass Migration

A classic study of early contact between European explorers and North American natives. When the two cultures met in the fifteenth century, it meant great upheavals for the Amerindians, but strengthened the Europeans' move toward nation-states and capitalism.
It's here! The creator of Fairy Tail, manga superstar Hiro Mashima, is back with a high-flying space adventure! All the steadfast friendship, crazy fighting, and blue cats you've come to expect... IN SPACE! A young boy gazes up at the sky and sees a streaming bolt of
light. The friendly, armor-clad being at his side tells him gently, That's a dragon. The fact that he's joking isn't important. What's important is the look of wonder on the boy's face... and the galaxy-spanning adventure that's about to take place! Join Hiro Mashima
(Fairy Tail, Rave Master) once more as he takes to the stars for another thrilling saga!
Dive deep into the world of monster hunters, as the prominent characters from the universe take you on a guided tour of the fascinating dark fantasy adventure that is The Witcher. This gorgeous, illustrated hardbound volume contains in-depth knowledge about the locales,
the deadly beasts that inhabit them, and the lethal weapons used to put them down.
Attack on Titan
Historical Dictionary of Ancient Southeast Asia
Agamemnon to Guadalquivir
Billy Bat
Levinas and Literature
The Suicide of Europe
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now it’s up to Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess? They must find Artemis before the winter solstice, when her influence on the Olympian Council could swing an important vote on the war with the titans. Not only that, but first Percy will have to solve the mystery of a rare monster that
Artemis was hunting when she disappeared—a monster rumored to be so powerful it could destroy Olympus forever.
Using psychodynamic theory and riveting case material, this book dissects the figure of the malignant narcissist leader (MNL). Across the world today, individuals and societies are impacted by unprecedented disruptive influences, from globalization and climate change to economic uncertainty and mass migration. The rise of populists and would-be saviors has promised certainty for anxious populations, but how far are such leaders
suffering from the MNL pathology? Through the psychoanalytic lens of Otto Kernberg, the authors explain the etiology of the charismatic MNL’s clinical features: charisma, grandiosity, criminality, sadism, and paranoia. The book outlines the limitations and complexity of diagnosis, contextualizing the MNL within the transcendental and millenarian movements, and discusses the patho-dynamics of high-pressure groups and totalitarian
regimes, including types of groups, methods of mind control, categories of constituents, the corporate totalitarian state, and the authoritarian demagogue. The book looks at a wide range of leaders including Donald Trump, Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, Roger Ailes, Keith Raniere, Jan of Leiden, and Credonia Mwerinde. Distinguishing the disordered personality of the MNL from other personality disorders, and presenting a new model of
overlapping descriptors to categorize high-pressure group types and identifying types of followers as well, this book represents essential reading for psychodynamically minded psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, sociologists, political scientists, and those working in organizational development.
Create heroic characters for the world’s greatest roleplaying game. The Player’s Handbook is the essential reference for every Dungeons & Dragons roleplayer. It contains rules for character creation and advancement, backgrounds and skills, exploration and combat, equipment, spells, and much more. Use this book to create characters from among the most iconic D&D races and classes. Publisher’s Weekly #1 Best Seller in
Hardcover Nonfiction Wall Street Journal #1 Best Seller in Hardcover Nonfiction • In Dungeons & Dragons, you and your friends coauthor your own legend. Guided by a Dungeon Master, you create characters and play their roles in a story, rolling dice and navigating maps as you unfold a tale as limitless as your imagination. • The Player’s Handbook is the first of three D&D core rulebooks, along with the Monster Manual and the
Dungeon Master’s Guide. The Player’s Handbook is the cornerstone. It’s the foundational text of D&D’s fifth edition—for beginners and for veterans alike. • The Player’s Handbook walks you through how to create a Dungeons & Dragons character—the role you’ll play in the D&D world. • Dungeons & Dragons is the world’s greatest roleplaying game. Created in 1974, D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional fantasy with
miniatures and wargaming.
Memoirs of Prince Michel Sturdza
E.T. Culture
A Psychodynamic Exploration of Madness and Leadership
The Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book Three: Titan's Curse
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, Players Handbook
History of Strood

This series focuses on the Jewish textual tradition as well as the ways it evolves in response to new intellectual, historical, social and political contexts. Fostering dialogue between literary, philosophical, political and religious perspectives, this series, which consists of original scholarship and proceedings of international conferences, reflects contemporary concerns of
Jewish Studies in the broadest sense.
Anthropologists have long sought to engage and describe foreign or “alien” societies, yet few have considered the fluid communities centered around a shared belief in alien beings and UFO sightings and their effect on popular and expressive culture. Opening up a new frontier for anthropological study, the contributors to E.T. Culture take these communities seriously.
They demonstrate that an E.T. orientation toward various forms of visitation—including alien beings, alien technologies, and uncanny visions—engages primary concepts underpinning anthropological research: host and visitor, home and away, subjectivity and objectivity. Taking the point of view of those who commit to sci-fi as sci-fact, contributors to this volume show how
discussions and representations of otherworldly beings express concerns about racial and ethnic differences, the anxieties and fascination associated with modern technologies, and alienation from the inner workings of government. Drawing on social science, science studies, linguistics, popular and expressive culture, and social and intellectual history, the writers of
E.T. Culture unsettle the boundaries of science, magic, and religion as well as those of technological and human agency. They consider the ways that sufferers of “unmarked” diseases such as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome come to feel alien to both the “healthy” world and the medical community incapable of treating them; the development of alien languages like
Klingon; attempts to formulate a communications technology—such as that created for the spaceship Voyager—that will reach alien beings; the pilgrimage spirit of UFO seekers; the out-of-time experiences of Nobel scientists; the embrace of the alien within Japanese animation and fan culture; and the physical spirituality of the Raëlian religious network. Contributors.
Debbora Battaglia, Richard Doyle, Joseph Dumit, Mizuko Ito, Susan Lepselter, Christopher Roth, David Samuels
Color your world with rainbows! This clever snap-together rainbow maker catches sunlight and projects tiny rainbows into your room like a disco ball. The included book is chockfull of information about how rainbows form: the science of sunlight, prisms, and the very special weather conditions under which rainbows might appear. Activities and experiments include
different ways you can mimic rainbow effects, including rainbow slime, a rainbow volcano, a rainbow bubble snake, and much, much more. Comes with: 3 clear crystals. 3 silver rings, 2 suction cups, 3 holographic plastic pieces, motor with wires, battery box with alligator clips, plastic gear box.
The Age of Wars of Religion, 1000-1650
The History of the City and State of Geneva
Volume 16, Tome I: Kierkegaard's Literary Figures and Motifs
New Directions
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